
The Political Olympics 
In the XXVm Olympiad in the seventh century B.C., Phei- 
don of Argos introduced chariot racing into the Olympic 
Games and Sparta-fiuious at this threat to its dominance- 
refused to attend. Despite such ancient precedents, the So- 
viet decision to boycott this summer’s Olympics, like our 
refusal to go to Moscow in 1980. inspired laments at the 
introduction of “politics” into the games. NBC, for ex- 
ample, chose to promote its film on the first modem Olym- 
pics, The Arhens Games of 1896, as the celebration of a 
time “before politics when athletes competed for glory.” 

The ancient Greeks, who started it all, would have been 
astonished by the implicit conviction that politics is inglo- 
rious, since in their view political life was preeminently 
the pursuit of honor. The ancient Games went beyond or- 
dinary politics, since they involved cities other than one’s 
own, but that only identified the Olympics as an extraor- 
dinary politics, as noble as it was short lived. Athletics, 
the governance of the body, was the natural analogue of 
statecraft, the governance of the soul. The Olympic victors 
were crowned; their highest honor was to be likened to 
kings, as persons worthy to exercise rule. Even the right 
to participate in the Games was a political honor, since it 
recognwd one’s city as part of the Hellenic world and 
one’s self as a civilized man. 

Similarly, the modern Olympics have always been po- 
litical in the most fundamental sense. There was a political 
design implicit in Baron de Coubertin’s vision of a revived 
Olympics, for De Coubertin aspired to educate and ennoble 
the politically triumphant bourgeoisie, gentling its utilitar- 
ianism and disciplining its pursuit of self-interest in the 
school of honor. De Tocqueville had pointed to law, lo- 
cality, and faith as the best hope for such a result; De 
Coubertin relied on the ideal of sportsmanship, with its 
standard of “fair play”-a vestige of aristocracy within 
bourgeois culture. Recognizing nationalism as a dangerous 
force, De Coubertin also saw its power to lift human beings 
above material things, even if it did no more than raise 
narrow self-interest to the level of collective egoism. The 
decision to organize the Olympics on a national basis was 
an appeal to patriotism with the aim of enlisting mass sup- 
port for %e Olympic ideal”+cient virtue cut to the re- 
duced measure of modem times. 

The politics of the Olympics presumes that within the 
Games it will be temporarily possible to harness nation- 
alism to sportsmanship, subordinating victory to honor and 
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providing an example profoundly alien to the spirit of mod- 
em regimes. The intention of the Olympics is subversive 
and politely revolutionary, aimed at chipping away the m o d  
foundations of modem politics. 

In a sense, that design has obviously failed. We are at- 
tracted by the earlier Games, lighthearted and half-impro- 
vised when compared with the formidable bureaucracy of 
their contemporary counterparts. In the bygone Olympics 
the athletes themselves-as we remember them, for ex- 
ample, in Chariors ofFire-seemed genuinely amateur be- 
cause so much of their lives and personalities was separate 
from athletics. Contemporary Olympians, by contrast, are 
professionals in the essential sense that athletics is their 
vocation, the vital center of their lives and identities. But 
bureaucracy and big money and specialization are, ironi- 
cally, tributes to the political power of the Olympics. So 
long as the Olympics were thought to be, like yachting, a 
harmless diversion for a limited public, modem regimes 
were content to leave them to their own devices and to the 
governance of gentlemanly sportsmen. The success of the 
Olympics in attracting mass enthusiasm, however, made 
them a serious business, which the powers that be inevitably 
strive to shape in their own image. 

The fact that teams are national, for example, requires 
the Olympic Committee to develop its own doctrine of 
recognition. Recently, Taiwan was denied the right to call 
itself the Republic of China and left the Olympics in protest. 
This year the Committee was compelled to make some 
determination about Cambodia, about the PLO, and so on. 
These decisions matter despeiately to the parties concerned. 
The raised fists of black protesters at Mexico City in 1968 
and the murderous terrorism at Munich four years later 
teach the same lesson: that the Olympics offer a matchless 
chance for public attention and political recognition, too 
invaluable and too dangerous to be safe for good sports. 

During the Games, moreover, the host city becomes the 
symbolic capital of civilization and the gain in prestige and 
public morale at least as important as any economic benefit. 
I grew up in Los Angeles in the years immediately after 
the 1932 Games, eating Helms Olympic Bread and hearing 
the confident assertion that the Olympics marked L.A.’s 
“arrival” as a city. In 1936, that boosterism turned sinister: 
Our participation in the Berlin Olympics certified Nazi Ger- 
many as a civilized state, and Jesse Owens’s victories only 
lessened that moral error. In 1980, President Carterjudged 
that the USSR was acting too barbarously to merit the honor, 
and his rebuke hurt-badly, to judge by the rather spiteful 
Soviet retaliation this year. 

Despite all that, something of the Olympic ideal does 
survive. The absence of the Soviet Union disheartens 
Americans, even though it certainly means that we will win 
more medals. The itchy consciousness that some victories 
are cheap and some defeats precious indicates that it is the 
quality of the race which is fundamental. Common effort 
establishes the meaning of individual success; the public 
good is the basis of personal excellence. Human beings can 
be noble because they are political animals. In a whisper 
and for a moment the Olympics revive that ancient teaching 
and heritage. . 


